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Ökkla Shoe
A basketball shoe that provides comfort and ankle support.

Carson Ash Miller
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Defining the Need

Basketball is one of the most played sports worldwide. Second only to soccer, over 450
million estimated participants endulge in the game on several different levels. These
different levels and leagues of the sport include: recreational, youth, high school, club /
travel, college, semi-pro, and professional.
My goal is to create a shoe that already encases the proper ankle protection to
reduce the risk of injury on the court.
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Research

What do all of these levels of competition have in common?
The risk of ankle injury is by far the most common injury throughout any level of the sport and is a serious problem facing the game
of basketball. Ankle injuries account for over 40% of all basketball
related injuries, followed by the knee at only 14%.
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In the graph featured above, it is clear to see that basketball is second in ER visits.
That is rather eye-opening. Looking at the age group for which these statistics occur
is also staggering seeing as though it would most likely be strictly recreational for this
group, aside from very few professionals who play well into their late 30s.
Based on the percentage of basketball related injuries, it is fair to assume that over
40%, almost HALF, of these injuries just for this age group alone are ankle related.
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Different Ankle Injuries

strain... a twist, pull, or minor tear of a muscle or tendon

sprain... a stretch, tear, or rupture in ligaments that connect foot and leg bones

break / fracture... either bones or ligaments break, by far the worst of the three
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Most ankle sprains that occur are inversion sprains.
They are BY FAR the most common.
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OUCH! Inversion sprains are everywhere!
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Players tend to only wear ankle braces after an injury has occured.
My goal is to create a shoe that already encases the proper ankle protection to
reduce the risk of injury on the court.
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With so many people playing basketball, it just felt to me like there needed to be a better
piece of equipment to decrease the chances of ankle injuries occuring so often. Shoes
and ankle braces seemed to be the only real line of defense out on the court. My idea is
to merge the two products into one product.
Next I really started to look into what is currently on the market, as well as what players
who already have or have had these injuries use to address them.

Shoes and braces are a basketball players’ only line of defense against injury.
Shouldn’t they work with the body to reduce the risk of injury?

Market Research
I studdied the material make up as well as the reviews from players and users on this list
of shoes. I then compiled a list of pros and cons to each of these specific shoes. In order
to design my shoe and know that it will succeed, I have pulled different combinations of
the pros as you will see later in my concept section.

Nike Zoom Hyperrev 2015
• good sock-like fit upper
• exo heel cup. keeps foot to sole well

Under Armour Micro G Drive Mid
• micro G foam cushion stiff and comfortable
• efficient heel cup
• high lacing makes it hard to put on
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Nike Hyperdunk 2015
• deep heel on soul cup, provides support
• good inner padding system around ankle
• very hard to get in and out of

Adidas D Rose 773 III
• good foam padding, comfortable
• worn by Joel, the Process, Embiid
• poor ventilation due to synthetic leather

Nike Lebron Soldier 10
• successful sock fitting upper
• lower straps dont secure foot well
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Nike Lebron Soldier 7
• great padding around the ankle
• slippery inside
• strap doesn’t do much for support

Nike Air Trainer Huarache
• great sock-like fitting upper
• no ankle support (not for basketball)
• pointless strap, strictly aesthical

Adidas NMD
• great sock-like fitting upper
• no ankle support (not for basketball)
• fits the aesthetic that I am going for
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Nike Kobe 9 Elite
• great breathability around the ankle
• stretchy flyknit material
• difficulty getting in and out

Nike Zoom KD 9
• no padding around the ankle
• tall sole makes rolling ankle easy
• innovative breathable material

Nike Zoom Live
• low top not much ankle attention
• strap causes rubbing
• strap doesn’t do much for support
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Zamst A2-DX Ankle Brace
• worn by Steph Curry, strong plastic
• reduces some movement of ankle
• fits into most basketball shoes

Active Ankle T1 Ankle Support
• very stiff, strong plastic sidings
• reduces organic movement of ankle
• doesn’t fit into most basketball shoes
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McDavid 195 Ankle Brace
• uses same principles as athletic tape
• reduces some movement of ankle
• fits into most basketball shoes

Runner Up: ASO Ankle Brace
• lacing system takes a while to put on
• reduces some movement of ankle
• fits into most basketball shoes
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Kuangmi 2 Piece Ankle Support
• good use of soft material
• does well with movement of ankle
• fits into most basketball shoes

Active Ankle AS1 Lace-Up
• good use of strong soft material
• does well with movement of ankle
• fits into most basketball shoes
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Other Inspirational Products
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After researching and reading many reviews on these products, I found that each type
of ankle brace works best for its designed purpose. The heavy duty ones are more for
complete protection or even rehabilitation from injury whereas the soft material ones are
more of just an aid to the organic movement of your ankle.

I met with the athletic trainer for the Philadelphia University athletic department to get
his opinion on what types of bracing systems would work best for the back half of a basketball shoe. He reiterated my research that each brace is for a specific purpose. But
he pointed me in the direction of mimicking the way trainers tape / wrap athletes ankles.
This way, the players would be able to reduce the risk of injury without forfeiting complete
mobility of their ankles and could still play the way they want.
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Interviews

Jacob Lowe- Men’s Basketball team Manager:
“Make them easy to get in and out of”
“Teams replace their shoes every year”
“Keep them lightweight”
“I don’t want to waste time lacing up”
“Sometimes it takes me 10 minutes to get both shoes on”
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Adam- PhilaU Athletic Trainer:
“We have about 6 or 7 ankle injuries per basketball season”
“The coaches let the players choose what shoes to wear”
“Stiffer ankle protection takes away players’ ability”
“Mimick the way I would wrap an ankle”
“Sprains can take up to 3 weeks to fully heal”
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Conceptualization

Before I jumped into the design of the shoes, I really took a good hard look at what was
out there and got a good idea of the style and form language I wanted to display.
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For the first concept, I thought about how an ankle bracelet could snap into place with
the shoe and sole. I also explored how exposing the ankle could be beneficial.
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In this concept, I looked into creating insertable ankle stability pieces. They would range
in thickness in coordination to specific support needs for individualism.
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This design focused on different mechanisms I could use to secure the foot to the sole.
I also started to look into how the heel cup could act as a structural support.
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This design is where I really got attatched to the idea of mimicking ankle wrap.
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Here are a couple more drawings.
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Prototyping

I spent a lot of time working around a shoe last as well as a sewing machine. Prototyping
shoes and braces was a very challenging task.
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Once I got the scale down by using old torn apart shoes, my shoe last, muslin, and chipboard, I tried to focus on finding and using more realistic materials for my next iterations.
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I was able to boil the glue loose from a pair of Nike Hyperfresh basketball shoes. I used
several sets of soles for further prototyping as well as the final model.
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This final mockup shows the mimicry of the way an athletic trainer would wrap an ankle.
This is the prototype I went forward with in my final design.
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Final Design
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I used Barge cement to glue the upper to the repurposed sole.
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After playing in the shoes, I was able to confirm that the shoes are extremely lightweight and they snug to the foot just like a sock. The wrapping system could stand to be
modified to protect the ankle a little more. And the sole is fit for basketball already.
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Summary

The final design is lightweight, supportive, and comfortable. I used a scuba neoprene
material lined with interfacing and open cell foam. The wrapping system uses velcro to
ensure that the band stays in place around your ankle. Overall, I think another iteration
of these shoes and an updated bracing system would greatly enhance the goal of this
project. The concept is definitely a feasible, and it is an easy to manufacture solution to
reduce the risk of injury. Okkla Shoe is comfortable, lightweight, and has the potential to
reduce the risk of ankle injuries in the sport of basketball.
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